1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Fuel cells are gaining importance in efficient power generation schemes, owing to their high efficiency and unlimited sources of environmentally sustainable reactants, thus providing a cost-effective supply of power which could amplify the emerging hydrogen economy. They combine the best features of engines and batteries, operating as long as fuel is available without any intermediate mechanical energy conversion (similar to an engine), while converting chemical energy of fuel and oxidant into electric energy without the need to recharge (resembling batteries under load conditions).^[@ref1]^ Among the range of fuel cell technologies available, proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells have the advantages of simplicity, quick start-up, high power density and thermodynamic efficiency, which, when combined with the low operating temperatures (\<100 °C), make them a promising alternative to devices that are currently employed in transportation applications.^[@ref2]^ Nevertheless, it has been generally accepted that the advantages offered by PEM fuel cells still have to be furtherly commercialized to address production expenses, environmental concerns, energy security, and hydrogen storage.^[@ref3]−[@ref5]^ Cost, durability, and overpotential, described in more detail below, were identified as the main limitations, and methods for their enhancement are constantly being investigated to enable PEM fuel cell technology to become viable on the market.

In PEM fuel cells, protons released by hydrogen oxidation at the anode move through a solid polymer electrolyte membrane to the cathode, where they meet supplied oxygen and electrons transferred through the circuit, resulting in the electrocatalytic oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) with water as the final product.^[@ref6]^ This rate-limiting reaction that takes place at the cathode currently constrains the operating efficiency to 40--45% as a result of several obstacles which need to be overcome before large-scale implementation. A major drawback is the fact that costly platinum, as the metal with the highest activity for ORR, makes PEM fuel cells too expensive for widespread adoption. The development of nanoparticle (NP) Pt catalysts has considerably reduced the metal loading, but, regardless of the high ORR activity, the kinetics of the reaction is still unfavorable, resulting in the high overpotential required, which limits application of cathodes that rely on this precious metal as a catalyst.^[@ref7],[@ref8]^

There has been significant focus on the search for catalysts with increased activity and reduced price to make low-temperature fuel cells more economically attractive.^[@ref9]^ A promising solution, without losing the advantages of Pt nanoparticles, are core--shell NPs in which the core is composed of nonprecious metal with an outer platinum shell.^[@ref10]−[@ref12]^ Alloying of platinum with transition metals has been extensively reported to decrease the binding energy of relevant ORR species, due to the modifications in the geometry and electronic structure induced by the strain and/or ligand effects of the underlying transition metal,^[@ref13]−[@ref15]^ and similar properties have been observed for the nanoscale systems.^[@ref16]^ These changes, in turn, decrease the onset potential for water oxidation and increase the working potential, thus enhancing the overall efficiency of the cell. Not only does a lower binding energy improve ORR activity making bulk and nanoalloys superior to standard Pt systems, but addition of other metals also makes the cathode more cost-effective. In this respect, PtCu,^[@ref17]^ PtNi,^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ and PtCo^[@ref12],[@ref20]−[@ref22]^ combinations have been reported as especially effective alloy and NP candidates. Recent progress on nanoscale has also been made using near-surface alloys, with one such promising geometry being a monolayer Pt shell overlaying a random alloy core of variable composition.^[@ref23],[@ref24]^ So-called alloy--core\@shell nanoparticles have shown both the robustness of core--shell structures and the tunability of random alloy particles.^[@ref25]^

However, the introduction of transition metal atoms in Pt alloys has limitations because they can easily segregate due to a lattice mismatch or difference in the surface energy.^[@ref26]^ In the presence of ORR intermediates, this phenomenon can be accelerated owing to the strong interaction of transition metals with oxygen species.^[@ref8],[@ref27]−[@ref29]^ Not only would the intense interaction caused by this surface segregation hinder the mechanism of the ORR, but many of these metals could additionally damage the membrane of the fuel cell if they leak from the catalyst over the lifetime of the cell.^[@ref21]^ The initial enhancement of activity might therefore be offset by degradation of the membrane electrode assembly and contamination of the ion-exchange sites in the membrane. Stabilization of such systems remains a challenge, owing to the extremely corrosive environment at the cathode. Despite showing improved ORR activity, most of the cubic-structured Pt-transition metal alloys studied thus far are not known to efficiently stabilize the secondary metal under the acidic fuel cell conditions. Preventing the segregation and leakage of the transition metal atoms is crucial for the successful improvement of ORR catalysts and their implementation in fuel cells.^[@ref30]^

Ternary Pt alloys and NPs are offering both the potential for fine-tuning of the electronic structure and improving the resultant catalytic activity, in addition to being a possible structural solution to prevent transition metal leakage.^[@ref31]^ Ternary octahedral Pt--Ni-based nanoparticles, such as Pt--Ni--Fe and Pt--Ni--Cu NPs, characterized by high activity and promising stability for the ORR, were recently described.^[@ref32]^ Owing to the excellent catalytical properties of both Pt--Ni and Pt--Co bimetallic systems, ternary Pt--Ni--Co NPs have also attracted much attention, with precise control over the composition, size, and phase of the nanoparticles during synthesis and subsequent treatment identified as being crucial for their electrocatalytic activity and stability.^[@ref33],[@ref34]^ Most of the combinations, however, still experience transition-metal leakage, and addition of noble metals with higher dissolution potentials has proved to be a useful strategy.^[@ref35]^ A recent synthesis of PtCo NPs with added Au showed improved durability by weakening the binding energy of surface oxygen species and suppressed Co surface segregation.^[@ref36]^ It has also been experimentally confirmed that introducing Au or Ag to the Pd core can enhance the stability and durability of a Pt surface layer of PtPd NPs under ORR conditions.^[@ref25]^

Hence, addition of the third metal provides a potentially facile way to enhance the activity and durability of the electrode catalyst for PEM fuel cell application. This tuning mechanism is a general property of the ternary nanoparticles, with alloy--core\@shell systems expanding the potential possibilities, and it therefore provides systematic means to design nanoparticles with desirable stability and catalytic activity. A direct comparison between the Pt-transition metal NPs doped with a ternary metal and the alloy--core\@Pt shell NPs has not yet been carried out. The correlation between electronic structure and surface segregation behavior, which is fundamental to achieve the desired catalyst properties, still remains elusive for such multimetallic systems. Identification of the phenomena that are responsible for the changes in the structure and activity of multielement nanoparticles is by no means easily achievable experimentally. Therefore, theoretical investigations of such complicated systems can reveal the critical factors behind the environmentally driven dynamic structural evolution and, hence, form the basis for the rational design of new catalysts.

Herein, results from density functional theory (DFT) calculations that were carried out to provide detailed insight into the role of gold in the stabilization of Co leakage from PtCo bimetallic NPs of varying compositions are presented. Since the mechanisms that underlie the segregation phenomena highly depend on the presence of the oxidizing adsorbates, the stability of the systems under conditions, where oxygen chemisorption is anticipated, was tested to determine if there is any adsorbate-induced structural transformation affecting the electrochemical stability. In addition, the difference between gold doping and gold--cobalt core alloying has been explored.

2. Computational Details {#sec2}
========================

Spin-polarized density functional theory calculations were conducted using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) code^[@ref37]^ within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of the exchange-correlation functional developed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE).^[@ref38]^ The rPBE functional, which is commonly used in heterogeneous catalysis for its improved description of adsorbate--metallic surface interactions,^[@ref39],[@ref40]^ was found to significantly overestimate the heat of mixing, which is a useful indicator of alloying between the considered metals, [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. A similar trend was reported for PtNi alloys.^[@ref41]^ Therefore, to properly capture segregation properties within the doped and core-alloyed bi- and trimetallic NPs in this study, the appropriate description of metal--metal interactions was prioritized at the price of accuracy of adsorption energies, and the PBE functional was therefore employed in this work.

###### Lattice Parameters and Heats of Mixing for PtCo and AuCo Alloys of Different Compositions Calculated within the PBE and rPBE Functionals and Available Experimental Data on the Same Systems

                                             Pt~3~Co          PtCo            PtCo~3~   Au~87~Co~13~
  ------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- --------------- --------- --------------
  a (Å)                     this work PBE    3.883            3.797           3.652     4.131
  this work rPBE            3.907            3.822            3.692           4.130     
  DFT^[@ref42],[@ref43]^    3.90             3.83             3.67                      
  3.89                      3.78                                                        
  exp^[@ref44]−[@ref46]^    3.854            3.803            3.664                     
  Δ*H*~mix~ (kJ mol^--1^)   PBE              --10.23          --12.18         --8.01    +8.68
  rPBE                      --22.29          --20.45          --12.74         +14.00    
  exp^[@ref47]−[@ref49]^    --9.2 -- −12.0   --9.8 -- −14.0   --7.0 -- −7.5   +5.3      

The core electrons up to and including the 3p levels of cobalt and 5p levels of platinum and gold were kept frozen and their interaction with the valence electrons was described by the projector augmented wave (PAW) method.^[@ref50]^ The DFT-D3 method with Becke-Johnson damping was used for the addition of the long-range dispersion interactions.^[@ref51]^ Kohn--Sham orbitals were expanded by plane waves up to a cutoff energy of 400 eV, and the Monkhorst--Pack k-point grid included only Γ-point to sample the Brillouin zone of each nanoparticle. Structural optimizations were carried out with the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm without any constraints, with the convergence criteria for the change in the total energy and interatomic forces between two steps set at 1.0 × 10^--6^ and 1.0 × 10^--2^ eV/atom, respectively. The vacuum space in the unit cell was set to be more than 12 Å in each direction to avoid interactions with the neighboring nanoparticles.

2.1. Energetics {#sec2.1}
---------------

The relative stabilities of NPs were analyzed through their mixing energies, *E*~mix~,^[@ref52],[@ref53]^ which can be calculated for mixed systems with respect to their parent NP end-members aswhere *E*(*A*~*m*~*B*~*n*~), *E*(*A*~*m*+*n*~), and *E*(*B*~*m*+*n*~) are the calculated DFT energies of bimetallic *A*~*m*~*B*~*n*~ and monometallic *A*~*m*+*n*~ and *B*~*m*+*n*~ nanoparticles with *m* + *n* atoms. From this definition, negative (positive) mixing energies indicate energetically favorable (unfavorable) NP formation.

To investigate whether adsorbed oxygen atoms induce surface segregation of the core element, the surface segregation energy, Δ*E*~seg~, was defined aswhere *E*~NPinitial~ and *E*~NPsegregated~ are the respective DFT energies before and after surface segregation. The less positive the Δ*E*~seg~, the easier the surface segregation. Adsorption energies, *E*~ads~, of oxygen were calculated aswhere *E*~NP+*n*O~, *E*~NP~, and *E*~O~2~~ are the calculated DFT energies of a NP with *n* adsorbed oxygen atoms, a bare NP, and the oxygen molecule, respectively. Well-known overbinding of O~2~ molecule by PBE was considered,^[@ref54],[@ref55]^ and the employed *E*~O~2~~ was corrected accordingly, by subtracting the empirically measured energy reported in thermochemical tables^[@ref56]^ from the DFT calculated energy. An overbinding energy of −0.86 eV was thereby detected, giving a correction of −0.43 eV per oxygen atom. Charge distribution was calculated using the Bader charge analysis, as implemented by Henkelman et al.^[@ref57]^

2.2. Model Systems {#sec2.2}
------------------

Theoretical studies of the effect of transition-metal doping or integration into core--shell NPs are often placed in the framework of bilayer slab models for simplicity of calculations.^[@ref58]^ This simplification is governed by two assumptions: first, the surface chemistry of the NP is dominated by the first two or three atomic layers, and second, chemistry of crystal facets of the NPs can be approximated by their respective single crystal surfaces. While such models can approximately resemble large particles with an appreciable share of facet areas, results obtained from extended slabs may not represent a realistic picture for NP systems, especially when it comes to NPs of a few nanometres in diameter. In such cases, the non-negligible portion of chemically under-saturated sites (steps, edges, vertices), which are naturally more reactive, creates a distinguishable difference in the catalytic activity and triggered structural changes of nanoscale entities. Considering that the average size of catalyst particles in commercial fuel cells is not larger than a few nanometres, it is important to understand this simultaneous effect of size and surface structure. To mimic experimental systems as closely as possible, in this study the evaluation of phenomena that describe the dynamical behavior of NPs was performed within cluster models.

### 2.2.1. Size {#sec2.2.1}

As the nanoparticle size decreases, the distribution of surface terraces and low coordination sites changes in favor of the latter. Due to much stronger oxygen binding on undercoordinated sites of the smaller NPs,^[@ref59],[@ref60]^ the corresponding ORR activity is expected to be lowered. For example, for small Pt NPs, catalytic activity was experimentally observed to be adversely affected by size in the 1 to 5 nm range, with a sharp decline in the ORR activity when going toward 1 nm and a peak of mass activity displayed between 2 and 2.5 nm in diameter; similar conclusions have been drawn from theoretical calculations.^[@ref61]−[@ref65]^

Significant changes in the ORR activities of Pt binary NPs, which are 3--10 times higher than that of pure Pt,^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ are also reflected in the size of NPs. A sharp contrast in size dependence of the activity was revealed between PtCo/C and PtNi/C catalysts in the size range from 1.5 to 9 nm, with a subtle increase in activity for PtNi/C and a maximum for sizes between 6 and 7 nm, while PtCo/C catalysts showed a clear trend of decrease in activity with increasing particle size, peaking at the smallest sizes just above 2 nm in diameter.^[@ref18]^ Additionally, PtCo NPs of different compositions have already been synthesized and tested for satisfactory ORR activity within the 1.5--3.0 nm range.^[@ref66],[@ref67]^

Here, a magic number 147 atom cluster has been chosen as a representative model for PtCo catalyst system as it offers three levels to study the segregation events--core (central atom with surrounding first shell), subshell, and shell. With its diameter between 1.5 and 2.0 nm, the size is within the lower limit of NP systems used in experimental studies and can be modeled at affordable computational price.

### 2.2.2. Shape {#sec2.2.2}

The stability of pure 1--2 nm Pt NPs, considering dissolution and coalescence, was found to be highly shape dependent. While octahedral NPs showed superior stability against dissolution, their oxygen adsorption strength is too low for ORR applications. In terms of coalescence, icosahedron and cuboctahedron are the most stable shapes, with the former allowing for the maximum relaxation of Pt atoms on carbon support. When combined with transition metals in the form of core--shell NPs, together with the improvement in the ORR activity, better stability against both dissolution and coalescence was obtained within an icosahedral architecture.^[@ref68]^

Theoretical studies have also sampled octahedral, cuboctahedral, and icosahedral shapes to identify the most stable configuration of small PtCo NPs as a function of particle size and composition. The icosahedron has been shown to be the most stable shape regardless of the size or composition, with small distortions in certain cases.^[@ref22],[@ref69]^ Therefore, model within this study is based on a 147 atom icosahedral NP composed of only (111) facets, which have also shown better ORR reactivity compared to other fcc surfaces.

### 2.2.3. Ordering {#sec2.2.3}

Thermodynamically, PtCo NPs indicate a strong core-region preference for Co both experimentally and theoretically. This behavior can be explained by the smaller atomic radius of Co and higher surface energy of Co (0001) and Co (111) surfaces compared to the Pt (111) surface, which favors Pt atoms in the outer shells to minimize the total surface energy of the NP. In addition, the large segregation energy of a single Co atom impurity from core to the surface of the Pt NP further shows the energetic unfavorability of cobalt occupying the surface sites.^[@ref22],[@ref70]^

To investigate the effect of composition of PtCo NPs on segregation, three 147 atom icosahedron core--shell model systems were created: Pt~134~Co~13~, Pt~117~Co~30~, and Pt~92~Co~55~ with ∼10, 20, and 35% of cobalt, respectively. Afterward, gold was introduced as a dopant in the subshell of the Pt~134~Co~13~ system and shell of Pt~92~Co~55~. To compare doping with core-alloying, gold was also added to the core of the Pt~92~Co~55~ system in different Co--Au ratios (∼15, 25, and 35% of gold).

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Composition-Dependent Segregation Energy of Bimetallic PtCo Nanoparticles {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The effect of cobalt concentration on the segregation behavior has first been tested in the absence of adsorbates. The energy needed for segregation of a single cobalt atom, 13 cobalt atoms, and 20 cobalt atoms to the (111) facets of the NPs has been estimated from two DFT calculations: (i) for the initial structure with all cobalt atoms in the core of the nanoparticle (Co~in-core~), and (ii) for the homotop where one or more cobalt atoms are occupying the terrace facet sites in the outer shell of the NP (Co~terr~). The 13 cobalt atom segregation represents segregation of all cobalt atoms of the Pt~134~Co~13~ system and is performed for the other two compositions to allow direct comparison, whereas the 20 cobalt atom segregation makes terrace sites of all (111) icosahedral planes taken by cobalt atoms. In all cases, cobalt atoms are placed in the middle of the (111) facet as it is the energetically preferred site for single Co atom segregation. Results are shown in [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} for the three compositions considered.

###### Mixing Energies, *E*~mix~, and Energies of Segregation per Co Atom (Overall in Parentheses), Δ*E*~seg~, of 1, 13, and 20 Cobalt Atom Segregation in the 147 Atom PtCo NPs of Different Compositions[a](#tbl2-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                      Pt~134~Co~13~    Pt~117~Co~30~    Pt~92~Co~55~
  ----------- ------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
  *E*~mix~            --0.073          --0.180          --0.260
  Δ*E*~seg~   1 Co    0.492            0.685            0.146
              13 Co   0.891 (11.585)   0.936 (12.162)   0.478 (6.212)
              20 Co                    0.908 (18.157)   0.538 (10.756)

All energies are expressed in eV.

The thermodynamic stability of the structures considered is an important factor if the nanoparticle is to function as a catalyst. Stabilities of the Pt~134~Co~13~, Pt~117~Co~30~, and Pt~92~Co~55~ NPs were quantified through the values of their mixing energies. All three compositions have negative mixing energies per atom, [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}, with the Pt~92~Co~55~ NP, where core sites and all inside shells are occupied by cobalt atoms with a single overlayer of platinum, showing the most favorable mixing behavior with *E*~mix~ of −0.260 eV per atom.

For the Pt~134~Co~13~ system, where cobalt atoms occupy the core site and the entire first shell, the segregation energy of a single Co atom equals 0.492 eV. For all 13 cobalt atoms to segregate to the facets of the outer shell, the segregation energy required per atom at 0.891 eV is almost double that of the single cobalt atom. In the case of cobalt atoms fully occupying both core and subshell in the Pt~92~Co~55~ NP, the segregation energy of the single Co atom is substantially lower at 0.146 eV. For 13 (111) terrace sites to be occupied by cobalt atoms, an energy of 0.478 eV per atom would be required, which is about half the energy needed for the same process to occur in the Pt~134~Co~13~ system. The intermediate composition, Pt~117~Co~30~, where the number of cobalt atoms is insufficient to completely populate the subshell, has the highest energetic costs for segregation of any number of cobalt atoms to the outer shell, with 0.685 eV for the segregation energy of a single Co atom and 0.936 eV for the segregation energy per Co atom for the 13 atom segregation.

The origin of the difference in the segregation behavior of NPs with varying compositions can be traced to their electronic structures. [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the changes in the distribution of excess charge with the variation in composition of bimetallic PtCo NPs before and after the 13 Co atom segregation. Clearly, the charge is not equally divided among atoms within the same layer but accumulates onto the atoms which are coordinated to a greater number of foreign atoms. With only a single Pt shell layer in the Pt~92~Co~55~ system, practically all of the transferred charge is contained at the interface and atoms of the outer shell bear considerable negative charge gained from underneath cobalt atoms. For the Pt~134~Co~13~ composition with a double Pt layer, the outer shell is still negatively charged but this time due to both gain from the cobalt atoms and the flow of electrons from the underlying Pt layer toward the Pt--vacuum interface. The Pt~117~Co~30~ system with a subshell composed of both Pt and Co atoms contains most of the charge on the few atoms that experience a drastic change in the environment caused by this composition. The negative charge of the outer Pt shell is lessened, but the overall charge transfer from Co to Pt is only 1.83 e^--^ less compared to the Pt~92~Co~55~ system, even though the total number of Co atoms is lower by 25. Additionally, less positive charge on segregated cobalt atoms in the Pt~92~Co~55~ composition is an indicator that higher reactivity toward oxygen could be expected compared to the other two systems.

![Effect of composition on charge distribution in PtCo core--shell NPs before (top panel) and after (bottom panel) segregation of 13 Co atoms. Top of each panel: layer-by-layer net charge distributions. The charges have been normalized by the total amount of charge transferred from Pt to Co, which is particle dependent and listed above each graph. Negative charges indicate an electron excess. At the bottom of the panels, cross sections of the nanoparticles demonstrating inhomogeneous distribution of charge onto individual atoms, with the actual atomic structure given for reference in the middle. Note: only a single atomic plane is visible in the cross sections, whereas all atoms are included in the layer-by-layer averaging. Blue spheres and bars represent cobalt atoms and their transferred charges, whereas gray spheres and bars represent platinum atoms and their transferred charges. Legend for charge distribution is given on the bottom left in e^--^.](jp0c04460_0001){#fig1}

3.2. Screening of Single O Adsorption on Terraces of Bimetallic PtCo Nanoparticles {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the presence of adsorbates that can bind through oxygen atoms, surface segregation of cobalt in PtCo NPs may become favored due to stronger interactions of Co with adsorbed species. The central question for the present study is what coverage of oxygen would suffice to cause spontaneous segregation of 13 or 20 Co atoms to the surface of PtCo NPs. Coverages are expressed as the number of O atoms adsorbed in respect to the total number of Pt/Co atoms on the surface of the NP (θ = *N*(O)/92).

With the intention of studying the changes in the segregation energy with the adsorption of atomic oxygen, the adsorption site which is most likely to be observed was probed via adsorption of a single O atom on the pure Pt~147~ NP and on the Pt~134~Co~13~ NP with one cobalt atom segregated to the (111) terrace. The adsorption sites and accompanying calculated energetic and structural parameters are presented in [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}. On the pure Pt NP, hollow positions show the most negative adsorption energies, with the h2 site, which includes two Pt atoms of the same edge, having an adsorption energy that is less favorable by about 0.10 eV due to structural constrains. Adsorption of oxygen on top of a single Pt atom led to considerably weakend interaction, especially for the middle terrace site (t) which is more than 1.00 eV less favorable compared to the hollow (h3) site. Oxygen atoms that were initially adsorbed in b3 and b4 bridge positions spontaneously moved to the closest hollow during relaxation. The presence of a single Co atom on the terrace of the (111) facet has little or no influence on the adsorption energy when the oxygen atom is not directly bonded to cobalt itself, such as in vertex (v), b1, b2, and h1 sites. However, the interaction of oxygen with the NP in sites which include the Co atom is stronger by approximately 0.30--0.50 eV, with hollow sites (h2 and h3) still showing a significant preference over top (t) position. Oxygen that was initially positioned above an edge (e) Pt atom migrated to the closest hollow position (h2) to gain a direct interaction with Co. Evidently, the principal factor for strengthening of the interaction of bimetallic PtCo NPs with oxygen is the availability of Co atoms on the surface of the NP. Since the adsorption in a 3-fold hollow is known to be the most favorable on both Co and Pt surfaces at a low coverage,^[@ref71],[@ref72]^ it is not surprising that the hollow site is also dominant in the presence of both species. As the adsorption in the two hollows, h2 and h3, is by far the most favored and since their adsorption energies differ by less than 0.10 eV, further adsorption calculations have been conducted within either of the two sites and no special attention has been given to the ratio of the adsorbate atoms positioned in different hollows for cases with higher numbers of oxygen atoms.

###### Adsorption Energies, *E*~ads~, and Average Metal--Oxygen Distances, *d̅*~M--O~, for Single O Atom Adsorption in Various Adsorption Sites of the Pt~147~ NP and Pt~134~Co~13~ NP with 12 Cobalt Atoms in the Core and One Cobalt Atom in the (111) Terrace[a](#tbl3-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

![](jp0c04460_0010){#fx1}

                  Pt~147~      Pt~134~Co~13~                
  --------------- ------------ --------------- ------------ ------
  vertex (v)      --1.64       1.78            --1.64       1.77
  edge (e)        --1.12       1.80                          
  top (t)         --0.94       1.81            --1.46       1.62
  bridge 1 (b1)   --1.94       1.93            --1.89       1.93
  bridge 2 (b2)   --1.92       1.96            --1.85       1.96
  hollow 1 (h1)   --1.94       2.03            --1.97       2.07
  hollow 2 (h2)   --1.86       2.07            **--2.29**   1.85
  hollow 3 (h3)   **--1.98**   2.05            --2.21       1.86

The most favorable adsorption energy is represented in bold.

To test the effect of oxygen adsorption on the transition of cobalt to the outer shell for different NP compositions, one O atom has been adsorbed in the most favorable adsorption site (either hollow h2 or h3) close to a single segregated Co atom for the three systems considered. Upon adsorption, the segregation energy for one Co atom in the (111) terrace reduced from a starting value of 0.492 eV to only 0.067 eV for the Pt~134~Co~13~ system and from 0.685 to 0.365 eV for the Pt~117~Co~30~ composition. Introduction of oxygen has, therefore, made the segregation more likely to occur in both systems. The biggest change, however, was observed for the system with a single Pt shell, Pt~92~Co~55~, where the initially low segregation energy of 0.146 eV became exothermic at a value of −0.499 eV.

Already from these tests some estimates of the number of O atoms required to spontaneously trigger full segregation of 13 Co atoms to the surface of bimetallic PtCo NPs can be derived. Given that the energy difference between the two homotops of the PtCo NPs considered here, i.e., Co~in-core~ and Co~terr~ in the Pt~134~Co~13~, Pt~117~Co~30~, and Pt~92~Co~55~ systems, is 11.585, 12.162, and 6.212 eV, respectively, and the adsorption of O in the hollow as the most favorable adsorption site decreases the segregation energy of one Co atom by 0.425, 0.320, and 0.645 eV, respectively, the approximate number of oxygen atoms needed to segregate 13 Co atoms can be provisionally determined. Accordingly, the adsorption of 27 O atoms (∼0.29 ML) should be sufficient to stabilize the Co~terr~ homotop for the Pt~134~Co~13~ NP, but only 10 O atoms (∼0.11 ML) for the Pt~92~Co~55~ NP, and due to the highest difference of homotop energies and the lowest contribution of the oxygen adsorption in reducing the segregation energy, 38 O atoms (∼0.41 ML) are required for the Pt~117~Co~30~ NP. For the Pt~92~Co~55~ system, this number is less than one O atom for every Co atom segregated, while it is almost three O atoms per Co for the Pt~117~Co~30~ system. To develop these estimates on a more systematic basis, adsorption of increased numbers of O atoms has been carried out systematically on two homotops for all three NP compositions.

3.3. Determination of Threshold Oxygen Concentration to Stabilize Co~terr~ Homo-Top {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the previous section, a rough estimate of the quantity of O atoms needed to pull 13 Co atoms to the surface of PtCo NPs was given. To verify this estimate, O adsorption was explicitly calculated on two homotops, Co~in-core~ and Co~terr~, by gradually increasing the number of adsorbate atoms from one to 10 to 13 (20 for 20 Co atom segregation), as shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. This corresponds to oxygen coverages of 0.01, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 ML, respectively. Based on the analysis of oxygen binding at different sites, O atoms were randomly adsorbed in h2 and h3 3-fold positions. For each of the considered O systems, the energy difference between the two homotops, Δ*E*~seg~, was calculated and the final energies are summarized in [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}.

![Structures of Pt~134~Co~13~ NP Co~in-core~ (top row) and Co~terr~ (bottom row) homotops with O adsorbates in hollow sites (0, 1, 10, and 13 O atoms from left to right, respectively). The corresponding segregation energies, Δ*E*~seg~, are given in eV per Co atom. Gray, blue, and red spheres represent Pt, Co, and O atoms, respectively.](jp0c04460_0002){#fig2}

###### Energies of Segregation per Co Atom (Overall in Parentheses) of 13/20 Cobalt Atoms from Core Sites to (111) Terraces for Three NP Compositions, Pt~134~Co~13~, Pt~117~Co~30~, and Pt~92~Co~55~, after Adsorption of One, Δ*E*~seg+O~, 10, Δ*E*~seg+10 O~, and 13/20, Δ*E*~seg+13/20 O~, Oxygen Atoms[a](#tbl4-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                  13 Co            20 Co                                                                   
  --------------- ---------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ------------------
  Pt~134~Co~13~   0.851 (11.064)   0.492 (6.398)      0.385 (5.005)                                         
  Pt~117~Co~30~   0.902 (11.721)   0.417 (5.416)      0.244 (3.174)      0.877 (17.548)   0.520 (10.397)   0.135 (2.706)
  Pt~92~Co~55~    0.422 (5.492)    --0.093 (−1.208)   --0.345 (−4.484)   0.494 (9.650)    0.173 (3.451)    --0.261 (−5.215)

All energies are expressed in eV.

Adsorption of just one O atom decreases the energy difference between the homotops by approximately 0.50 eV for all three systems. With 10 adsorbed O atoms, the Δ*E*~seg~ of 13 Co atoms is calculated to be 6.398, 5.416, and −1.208 eV for Pt~134~Co~13~, Pt~117~Co~30~, and Pt~92~Co~55~ NP, respectively, considerably less than the segregation energies without oxidizing species. When one O atom per segregated cobalt atom is adsorbed, the Δ*E*~seg~ has decreased further, with final 13 Co atom segregation energies of 5.005 eV for Pt~134~Co~13~, 3.174 eV for Pt~117~Co~30~, and −4.484 eV for Pt~92~Co~55~ system. The negative sign implies that surface segregation of Co became energetically favorable. To obtain the threshold coverage of oxygen for stabilization of the Co~terr~ homotop, Δ*E*~seg~ has been plotted as a function of the N(O) adsorbed in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The calculated dependence is well approximated linearly, and the number of oxygen atoms needed for spontaneous segregation of 13 Co atoms in Pt~134~Co~13~, Pt~117~Co~30~, and Pt~92~Co~55~ NP is 23 (∼0.25 ML), 18 (∼0.20 ML), and 8 (∼0.09 ML), in that order. For segregation of 20 Co atoms in Pt~117~Co~30~ and Pt~92~Co~55~ systems, N(O) corresponds to 24 (∼0.26 ML) and 14 (∼0.15 ML). These numbers agree well with the estimates proposed earlier, but only for the two completely core--shell systems. In the Pt~117~Co~30~ composition, the number of oxygen atoms required was significantly overestimated, because every cobalt atom segregated to the surface has a different distribution of remaining Co and Pt atoms in the subshell, which plays a significant role in the segregation and adsorption behavior, while the estimate was made considering only one of the many possible layouts. It can therefore be concluded that the coverages of oxygen required for Co surface segregation are very sensitive to the type of nanoparticle. However, in all three cases, segregation is significantly accelerated by the presence of oxidizing species.

![Δ*E*~seg~ for segregation of 13 (circle) and 20 (diamond) Co atoms of Pt~134~Co~13~ (blue), Pt~117~Co~30~ (gray), and Pt~92~Co~55~ (red) NPs calculated as a function of number of oxygen atoms, N (O), adsorbed. Linear approximations are represented as full and dotted lines.](jp0c04460_0003){#fig3}

In the potential region with the highest ORR activity, but also considering the effect of the potential on the loss of the catalyst surface area (0.60 eV \< *E* \< 0.80 eV),^[@ref73],[@ref74]^ the observed coverage of adsorbed oxygen on platinum fuel cell cathodes rarely exceeds 0.15 ML, even in the case of PtFe and PtNi catalysts.^[@ref75]−[@ref77]^ From the DFT predicted O coverages required for Co segregation in the Pt~134~Co~13~, Pt~117~Co~30~, and Pt~92~Co~55~ NPs, only the first two showed respectable stability within the conditions of the experimentally measured ORR oxygen saturation.

In the case of exceptionally high concentrations of oxygen or when certain areas of the NP are in the contact with the support and unavailable to the adsorbates, higher coverages of oxygen per single (111) facet could be expected, in which case the segregation might be triggered even earlier. To account for this situation, segregation with two and three O atoms adsorbed per single segregated Co atom has been modeled for Pt~134~Co~13~ and Pt~92~Co~55~ compositions, shown for the latter in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Additional oxygen atoms were also adsorbed in the hollow positions, but in such a way to minimize their repulsion. With two and three O atoms adsorbed, Δ*E*~seg~ is lowered to −0.717 and −1.527 eV for Pt~134~Co~13~, and to −1.130 and −2.160 eV for the Pt~92~Co~55~ system, respectively. For both compositions, each addition of oxygen atom causes a more than 2-fold reduction in the segregation energy. Consequently, if oxygen coverage per (111) facet of PtCo NP increases, the overall number of adsorbate atoms needed for the segregation of 13 or 20 Co atoms will drop. However, as the values of Δ*E*~seg~ for both Pt~134~Co~13~ and Pt~92~Co~55~ recede in a similar manner, it can be concluded that the relationship between NPs with different Co concentration will remain the same as with one O atom adsorbed per (111) facet and, therefore, multifold increase in the number of oxygen atoms adsorbed per Co atom was not modeled.

![Structures of Pt~92~Co~55~ NP Co~in-core~ (top row) and Co~terr~ (bottom row) homotops with multiple O atoms adsorbed per segregated Co atom (zero, one, two, and three O atoms from left to right, respectively). The corresponding segregation energies, Δ*E*~seg~, are given in eV. Gray, blue, and red spheres represent Pt, Co, and O atoms, respectively.](jp0c04460_0004){#fig4}

Pt~134~Co~13~ and Pt~117~Co~30~ in-core homotops are thermodynamically stable in both vacuum and in an ORR oxygen-rich environment. Pt~92~Co~55~ NP, however, is expected to be stable as the Co~in-core~ homotop only in vacuum. The bound oxygen species would facilitate the segregation of core Co atoms under ORR conditions, since adsorption of a single oxygen atom alone is already sufficient to pull a cobalt atom to the surface of the nanoparticle.

3.4. Prediction of Segregation Behavior in Trimetallic PtCoAu Nanoparticles {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

To improve the thermodynamic stability of the PtCo NPs in the presence of surface-bound oxygen species, Au as a third metal has been introduced to the core--shell compositions considered. Following the works of Zhang et al.^[@ref25]^ and Choi et al.,^[@ref36]^ trimetallic AuCoPt NPs have been modeled in multiple distinctive cases and their chemical and electronical properties have been compared to gain a deeper insight into the effect of gold on both stability and reactivity of PtCo NPs. The focus of this study has been on the Pt~92~Co~55~ composition, as this system has the lowest Pt loading, thus making it highly preferable, with a few comparison tests conducted on the Pt~134~Co~13~ system, which is reasonably resistant to segregation even without the addition of the third metal. To tune the segregation energetics, PtCo NPs have first been doped with a reasonable amount of gold, followed by near-surface Au--Co alloying in the core of variable compositions. The two types of NPs have been tested for significant differences.

### 3.4.1. Doping with Au {#sec3.4.1}

Model systems have been doped with a small concentration of Au atoms which were incorporated as part of the Pt shell. In the Pt~134~Co~13~ NP, 13 Au atoms were positioned in the second Pt layer, making up approximately 23% of the inner part of the nanoparticle. In the interest of comparison of two different PtCo compositions and the role of gold as a dopant, 20 Au atoms were introduced in the Pt shell of the Pt~92~Co~55~ NP, giving nearly the same concentration of 22% of gold in the outer part of the nanoparticle and leaving the cobalt concentration unchanged. The calculated mixing energy of the correspondingly created Pt~121~Co~13~Au~13~ NP is −0.006 eV and of the Pt~72~Co~55~Au~20~ NP is −0.230 eV.

Next, the new ternary systems were subjected to the 13 Co atom segregation and oxygen adsorption on Co~in-core~ and Co~terr~ homotops as was done on the undoped systems; final segregation energy trends are shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} for both the Pt~121~Co~13~Au~13~ and Pt~92~Co~55~Au~20~ NP. Doping with gold leads to different scenarios in the two systems. While Pt~121~Co~13~Au~13~ achieves spontaneous segregation of 13 Co atoms for 27 adsorbed oxygen atoms (∼0.29 ML) -- 4 more than if undoped -- cobalt segregates more easily in the case of the Au-doped analogue of the Pt~92~Co~55~ NP and 6 O atoms (∼0.06 ML) are already sufficient whereas 8 were needed in the undoped NP. Thus, the already low oxygen coverage of ∼0.09 ML that was sufficient to trigger Co segregation in the Pt~92~Co~55~ system and is easily attainable under ORR conditions is furtherly reduced through doping. This outcome is reasonable when the size of Au atoms is considered; as they are slightly larger than Pt atoms, their incorporation in the outer shell induces expansion of existing Pt--Pt bonds making the facets more open, which allows for easier substitution of Pt by Co atoms from the core.

![Δ*E*~seg~ calculated as a function of number of oxygen atoms, N (O), adsorbed on PtCo NPs of different compositions, Pt~134~Co~13~ (blue) and Pt~92~Co~55~ (red), without (circle) or with Au doping (diamond). Linear approximations are represented as full and dotted lines.](jp0c04460_0005){#fig5}

This difference in behavior can also be traced to the electronic properties of these systems. Charge distributions and projected densities of states with d-band center energies are shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. In Pt~121~Co~13~Au~13~, gold atoms experience a loss of electrons which makes them positively charged despite their high electronegativity, while in Pt~72~Co~55~Au~20~ they accumulate negative charge, although to a lesser extent compared to platinum atoms. Additionally, in the latter case, cobalt atoms in the shell closest to the core atom lose electrons, which mostly results in an overall positive charge, in complete contrast to the undoped system. The charge of Co atoms almost remains constant after doping of the Pt~134~Co~13~ NP. When combined, this charge distribution makes cobalt atoms less likely to separate in the case of the Pt~121~Co~13~Au~13~ NP, but more likely to emerge to the surface and interact with oxidizing species when the composition is that of the Pt~72~Co~55~Au~20~ NP. Density of states analysis further supports this view, illustrating that trimetallic hybridization affects the d-band center--and therefore the reactivity toward oxygen atoms--differently, depending on the composition. The average energy of the d-band is increased or decreased through the narrowing or widening of the band, owing to the combination of strain and ligand effects imposed by a combination of metal atoms, to maintain a constant d-band filling.^[@ref15]^ Addition of gold moved both up- and down-spin d-band center energies of the Pt~121~Co~13~Au~13~ NP by ∼0.15 eV to more positive values, from −2.14 and −2.02 eV to −1.89 and −1.76 eV, respectively. In the Pt~92~Co~55~Au~20~ NP, however, the d-band center remained almost unchanged, with the up-spin energy moving from −2.23 eV to −2.21 eV, and, surprisingly, the down-spin energy decreasing from −2.21 eV to a more negative value of −2.24 eV, at the same time increasing the reactivity.

![Charge distributions and projected density of state (in a.u.) for (A) Pt~121~Co~13~Au~13~ and (B) Pt~72~Co~55~Au~20~. For a detailed description of charge analysis, see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Top and bottom row of each pDOS panel is for undoped and doped systems, respectively; accompanying d-band center energies are listed in top right corners. Gray, blue, and yellow atoms represent platinum, cobalt, and gold atoms. Legends for charge distribution (in e^--^) and pDOS are the same for both A and B.](jp0c04460_0006){#fig6}

### 3.4.2. Alloying with Au {#sec3.4.2}

Another possible geometry for the addition of gold as a third metal is the alloy--core\@shell NP. This model has been created through the substitution of Co atoms in the subshell of the Pt~92~Co~55~ NP by Au atoms. To see if the segregation behavior can be tuned by varying the alloy--core composition, three different amounts of Au in the Co core have been tested: ∼15, 25, and 35%, giving Pt~92~Co~47~Au~8~, Pt~92~Co~42~Au~13~, and Pt~92~Co~36~Au~19~ systems with mixing energies of −0.199 eV, −0.156 eV, and −0.105 eV, in that order. For validation of the thermodynamic stability of the core-alloy NPs, their stabilities were compared to the doped counterparts with the same concentrations of Au. Differences in the energy of 0.024 eV for 15% of Au, 0.038 eV for 25% of Au, and 0.071 eV for 35% of Au in favor of doped NPs were detected. However, the difference in the stability was found to reduce with the increase in size of the NPs, giving that the doped 55-atom icosahedral NPs with 15, 25, and 35% of gold were calculated to be more stable than alloy--core 55-atom NPs by 0.033, 0.050, and 0.082 eV, respectively. In addition, despite the apparent thermodynamic disadvantage over doping, many experimental techniques have in recent years been developed for monolayer deposition over the alloyed nanoparticle core, even for the cases where the elements of bigger atomic sizes and low surface energies such as gold were integral components of the alloy. Hence, the constructed alloy--core NPs are considered to make viable models of a possible geometric structure of the catalyst.^[@ref25],[@ref78]−[@ref84]^

Structures of Co~terr~ homotops were built on the same principle as in previous models, with all Au atoms remaining within the core of the nanoparticle. Segregation energies of Co~in-core~ and Co~terr~ homotops were calculated and are presented in [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} for Pt~92~(CoAu)~55~ with different CoAu alloy compositions. NPs with any Co--Au ratio show improved segregation behavior in both vacuum and oxidizing environment. There is a uniform trend of an increase in the number of adsorbed oxygen atoms required to trigger spontaneous segregation as the gold concentration of the alloy--core is increased: instead of the initial 8 oxygen atoms needed for the system with a pure Co core, alloy--core\@shell NPs now require 12 (∼0.13 ML), 15 (∼0.16 ML), and 17 atoms (∼0.19 ML) of the oxidizing adsorbate in the case of 15, 25, and 35% concentration of Au, respectively. These values are at the upper limit of the oxygen coverages measured on the Pt catalysts in ORR experiments.

![Δ*E*~seg~ calculated as a function of number of oxygen atoms, N (O), adsorbed on Pt~92~(CoAu)~55~ NPs with different percentage of Co--Au core alloying (15% Au yellow, 25% Au orange, 35% Au brown). Linear approximations are represented as dotted lines.](jp0c04460_0007){#fig7}

Charge distributions arising from Co--Au core alloying are depicted in [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. The overall charge transferred from cobalt atoms varies only slightly for different alloy--core compositions, however, with the increase in the Au concentration the transfer of electrons to gold atoms also increases. Pt atoms, therefore, hold an approximately constant amount of negative charge and, in contrast to the doped system, retain a lower charge compared to the Au atoms. Segregation of Co atoms from the core to the outer shell in any of the alloyed systems causes increased loss of electrons to Pt atoms, leaving their reactivity toward oxygen atoms diminished. The same can be concluded from [Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} where the projected densities of state show a uniform increase in the d-band center energies of both up- and down-spin d states, changing to −2.02 and −2.04 eV for 15% of Au, −1.97 and −1.95 eV for 25% of Au, and finally to −1.84 and −1.86 eV for 35% of Au.

![Charge distributions of alloy--core\@shell Pt~92~(CoAu)~55~ NPs with different percentage of Co--Au core alloying (15% Au left, 25% Au middle, 35% Au right). For a detailed description of charge analysis, see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Gray, blue, and yellow atoms represent platinum, cobalt, and gold. Legend for charge distribution is given on the bottom left in e^--^.](jp0c04460_0008){#fig8}

![Projected density of states (in a.u.) of alloy--core\@shell Pt~92~(CoAu)~55~ NPs with different percentage of Co--Au core alloying (15% Au top, 25% Au middle, 35% Au bottom). Accompanying d-band center energies are listed in top right corners.](jp0c04460_0009){#fig9}

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

We have performed a comprehensive DFT investigation of the segregation behavior of PtCo NPs of different compositions (Pt~134~Co~13~, Pt~117~Co~30~, Pt~92~Co~55~) in vacuum and oxygen-rich environment and compared it to systems with gold as a dopant and with gold integrated in the core to create CoAu alloy--core\@Pt shell NPs.

Our results suggest stability of all core--shell NPs in vacuum and insignificant changes for very low coverages of oxygen. As the number of adsorbed oxygen atoms grows, the segregation energy barriers are lowered significantly, and the structures of bimetallic and trimetallic catalytic particles could be rearranged relatively easily. In the Pt~134~Co~13~ and Pt~117~Co~30~ systems, an oxygen coverage well above those observed under ORR conditions is needed for the segregation of multiple Co atoms to happen. However, in the Pt~92~Co~55~ NP, the surface segregation of Co atoms becomes thermodynamically viable with less than one oxygen atom adsorbed per segregated Co atom. As such a low coverage is sufficient to segregate cobalt into the shell, the durability of Pt~92~Co~55~ NPs would be seriously degraded under ORR conditions via electrochemical dissolution of the segregated Co atoms.

Addition of gold as a dopant has different effects in Pt~134~Co~13~ and Pt~92~Co~55~ NPs, as it increases the resistance to segregation for the former but lowers the segregation barrier for the latter. On the basis of our results, this difference in behavior is ascribed to the difference in the electronic properties of Au atoms as they move the d-band center toward more positive values in Pt~134~Co~13~ doped NPs, and to more negative values in Pt~92~Co~55~ doped NPs. However, if gold is added to the core of the Pt~92~Co~55~ NP such that the nanoparticle's core becomes a CoAu alloy, segregation of Co is inhibited. As the concentration of Au in the alloy increases, the barrier for segregation grows in a steady manner, with 35% of Au almost doubling the coverage of oxygen needed for segregation compared to the system without gold. However, as the favorability of mixing energies reduces significantly with the increase in the concentration of gold, the system with 25% of Au has the best properties when subjected to higher coverages of oxygen.

Finally, even though the use of gold to stabilize fuel cell Pt nanocatalyts for the ORR has shown to be an interesting strategy, developing nanocomposites that can lower both Pt and Au usage, through the use of nonprecious metals, while maintaining activity and stability requirements, remains a challenge.
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